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The design and development of a Particle Image Velocimeter (PIV) 
system and it s applications in low speed jets are reported in this t h e w  work 
The system developed consists of a recording system to track the pos~tions of 
the particles In flow (following the flow without lag) at precisely known time 
Intervals and a data processing system to compute the displacement and 
orientation between the pairing particle Images hence the 2-D velocity vector 
In that zone 
PIV systems generally require high power pulsed laser as light source 
The pulse energy available from a continuous wave (CW) laser, chopped 
externally IS very low of the order of few micro Joules The design 
consideration in the development of the PIV recording system was based 
largely on the relatively low pulse energy available from such a scheme A 5W 
Ar-Ion laser was used as hght source and a rotating disk was used to 
externally pulse the beam at Intervals of few milli seconds A light sheet optics 
(using a set of convex and cylindrical lenses) was developed to form a thin 
laser sheet with a top hat' intensity profile The images were recorded on high 
sensitivity 3200 ASA films so that the exposure times were mlnimlzed to get 
the clear records of the particle Opt~mization of varlous optical lmagmg and 
flow parameters were carrled out to obtain multiple exposed PIV records In the 
form of photograph~c negative containing proper distributron and drsplacement 
of particle images Thls system was used to study the near field flow for both 
circular (axi-symmetric) and elliptic jets at low velocitres 
The data processing of PIV records In the form of double/multiple 
exposed photographic negatives were carrled out off-line on PC platforms 
using (I) Young s fringe analysis (for hlgh image density recordings) and (11) 
2-D auto-correlation (sparsely seeded flow) schemes For interrogat~on of the 
specklegrams by a low power laser a 2-0 traverse system was developed A 
dedicated PC I10 card was developed which provided necessary controls for 
the pos~tioning of the PIV slides (Specklegrams) and synchronizat~on of the 
camera trlgger with the pulsing laser beam Two algorithms were compared 
with programs developed uslng general purpose numer~cal programming 
language for the extraction fringe orientation and spacing on PC-486 platform 
It IS found that the 2-D FFT w~th  peak search algor~thm to be more efficient in 
terms of speed and accuracy rn comparison to the generally known l - D  
averaging scheme used for such analys~s A val~datron of these two methods 
were made for both simulated as well as experimentally obtamed fringes of 
known velocity 
The second PIV Image processmg system developed used an auto- 
correlat~on scheme Unlike a convent~onal PIV system th~s  scheme does not 
use any soph~strcated image recording system l~ke  CCD camera or array 
processor with h~gh  end imaging librar~es Th~s  novel method uses a general 
purpose desk scanner to d~git~ze the enlarged PIV Images at 100 DPI 
resolut~on wrth 8 bit gray scale depth An efficient pre-processrng algor~thm 
was developed to process noisy records Th~s  scheme uses a heur~strc 
kernel (s~m~lar to a Guass~an) to identify the val~d part~cles and elrmlnat~on of 
large ones based on ~ntensity we~ghting The efficiency of th~s  scheme is 
demonstrated from the low percentage of spurlous vectors (less than 10 %) in 
a h ~ g h  gradlent flow (~mpulsively started jet) 
The PIV system IS val~dated from the measurements in an axl- 
symmetric jet ( ~ n  ambient water) at low velocrt~es and the results were 
compared with standard LDV measurements The scatter in the center line 
veloc~t~es i less than 5% in the potentral core (up to 5 diameters) at low 
turbulent Reynolds number ( - 3000) The comparison of streamw~se velocity 
components along the axial and radial directions up to f~ve  diameters were 
found to be encouragmg despite the fact that only a few records were used for 
est~mat~on of flow statistics The time consummg and ted~ous photographic 
development bas~cally hmlted the sample slzes The study of the PIV techn~que 
In an elhpt~cal jet of small aspect ratlo (2 1) clearly demonstrated the axw- 
swifching at about four (major) diameters Such a phenomenon is perhaps 
bemg observed using PIV technique for the f~rst ~me 
